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Abstract: This paper proposes a new technique for detecting atrial fibrillation 
(AF). The method employs electrocardiographic features and support  
vector machine (SVM). The features include descriptive statistics of 
electrocardiographic RR interval. The RR interval is the distance in time 
between two consecutive R-peaks of electrocardiogram. AF detections using 
SVM with different electrocardiographic features and different SVM free 
parameters are explored. Employing SVM with the optimal free parameters and 
all the proposed electrocardiographic features, we find an AF detection 
technique with a comparable performance. The best performance obtained by 
the technique is 98.47% and 97.84%, in terms of sensitivity and specificity. 
Keywords: atrial fibrillation; support vector machine; electrocardiogram; RR 
interval. 
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1 Introduction 
Atrial fibrillation (AF) is a serious heart problem originated from the upper chamber of 
the heart, namely the atrial. During AF the atrial beats chaotically and irregularly. The 
prevalence of AF is estimated to 2.3 million in the USA and 4.5 million in the Europe 
(Lainscak et al., 2008). A patient with AF has risk of stroke (Healey et al., 2012) which 
leads to frequent hospitalisation and increases mortality (Chugh et al., 2014).  
Studies have been conducted to propose methods for AF early detection. Early 
information of AF presence in a patient is essential to perform a quick appropriate action. 
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This action could prevent the serious complications associated with AF. Varied 
algorithms and the associated electrocardiographic features have been studied to find a 
sophisticated AF detection system. The system is dedicated to detect AF accurately and 
quickly.  
A neural network algorithm has been studied for AF detection by Daqrouq et al. 
(2014). The algorithm employs probabilistic neural network and utilises a wavelet feature 
of electrocardiogram. A different strategy of an AF detection using neural network 
algorithm is proposed by Mateo and Rieta (2013). This algorithm uses Radial Basis 
Function (RBF) neural network and utilises electrocardiographic features by cancelling 
the electrocardiographic QRST complex. 
In addition, studies have explored a Support Vector Machine (SVM) for AF 
detection. SVM is a reliable classification method and has been proved to provide good 
performances in various medical diagnostics (Nuryani et al., 2012; Saini et al., 2014; 
Suchetha et al., 2013). In varied applications, SVM outperforms other algorithms  
(Foley et al., 2012; Saleh et al., 2011). The most recent AF detection method which 
utilises SVM is presented by Asgari et al. (2015). The method employs SVM which 
utilises RBF with the free RBF parameter γ = 1. The method also employs a stationary 
wavelet transform to find the appropriate electrocardiographic features. The other SVM 
method for AF detection is proposed by Mohebbi and Ghassemian (2008). The method 
employs a Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) for feature reduction which is used for 
the input of SVM. Moreover, Colloca et al. (2013) study SVM for AF detection by 
comparing electrocardiographic R-peaks-related features.  
The aim of this paper is to explore SVM more widely for AF detection. So far, in the 
previous studies for atrial fibrillation, SVM is set with a single value of SVM free 
parameter, or another study, the employed parameter value is not clearly mentioned 
(Asgari et al., 2015; Colloca et al., 2013). The SVM free parameter is commonly called 
as C parameter. Studies have shown that the appropriate C parameter could provide good 
performance (Nuryani et al., 2014; Preetha and Suresh, 2014).  
Furthermore, in AF detection studies, variation of the free kernel function parameters 
is not widely explored yet, whereas utilising suitable values of the free parameters could 
provide good performance of a detection (Li et al., 2015). In SVM technique, a kernel 
function is used for the mapping input data to higher dimension. Thus, this paper presents 
SVM for AF detection with variation of free parameters of SVM and its kernel function. 
In addition, this paper also presents the descriptive statistics features of 
electrocardiographic RR intervals as the input of SVM in AF detection. So far, the 
descriptive statistics features of RR interval are not yet intensively evaluated. 
Electrocardiographic RR interval is chosen as it is strong indicator of AF (Lian et al., 
2011). Furthermore, this paper compares the window or segment length, as other studies 
conduct (Larburu et al., 2011).  
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. The second section describes the 
method providing features extraction and SVM design. The experimental result is 
presented in the third section. The fourth section presents the discussion. Finally, the 
conclusion is provided in the last section. 
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2 Method 
In general, the detection strategy is presented in Figure 1. RR intervals, the 
electrocardiographic features used in this study, are obtained to find their descriptive 
statistics. These features are used for the inputs of SVM. The output of SVM is the 
decision, namely AF or non-AF. 
Figure 1 A detection strategy is to detect atrial fibrillation 
 
2.1 Electrocardiographic features 
To find RR intervals, we use the QRS peaks of patient’s electrocardiogram from MIT-
BIH AF database (Goldberger et al., 2000). The RR interval is the difference in time 
between two consecutive QRS peaks. The descriptive statistics of RR intervals are 
obtained using the following steps. Firstly, a QRS-peaks series is segmented. The length 
of each segment is along n QRS peaks. Three different n are investigated, i.e. 20, 40 and 
60. Secondly, descriptive statistics of the individual segment are calculated. The 
descriptive statistics involve 26 types as presented in Table 1. The statistics consist of 
two groups, namely a group related to RR interval and another group related to the 
difference between two consecutive RR intervals (dRR). Each group consist of 13 
statistics. The detail of the statistics is presented in Table 1. Thirdly, each segment is 
defined as AF or non-AF. The segment is defined as AF if the number of AF beats in the 
segment is more than α. Three different α are evaluated, namely 30%, 50% and 70%. 
Thus, in each segment type, we have 26 features and the associated AF or non-AF label. 
2.2 SVM classification 
The detail of SVM classification could be found in the paper presented by Burges (1998). 
Basically, an SVM classification constructs an optimal hyper-plane which separates two 
classes. Let X = (xi, zi) is a training data set which can be linearly separated. xi  Rn is 
data of n dimensional space with the associated class label zi  [1 1]. I = 1, 2, …, n, 
with n is the number of data. The optimal hyper-plane separating a two-class training 
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data maximally is defined by wx + b = 0, where w is the hyper-plane perpendicular 
vector. The training data satisfying zi(wx + b)  1  0 which lay in the equality are called 
as support vectors. The optimum hyper-plane can be found by maximising distance 
between two hyper-planes: wx + b = +1 and wx + b = 1. The distance between those 
two hyper-planes is 2/w. 
Table 1 Descriptive statistics of RR intervals for electrocardiographic features 
No  No  
 RR-related features  dRR-related features  
1 Standard deviation of RR 1 Standard deviation of dRR 
2 Average of RR 2 Average of dRR 
3 Range of RR 3 Range of dRR 
4 Geometric mean of RR 4 Geometric mean of dRR 
5 Harmonic mean of RR 5 Harmonic mean of dRR 
6 Interquartile range of RR 6 Interquartile range of dRR 
7 Minimum of RR 7 Minimum of dRR 
8 Trimmed mean of RR 8 Trimmed mean of dRR 
9 Kurtosis of RR 9 Kurtosis of dRR 
10 Skewness of RR 10 Skewness of dRR 
11 Maximum of RR 11 Maximum of dRR 
12 Median of RR 12 Median of dRR 
13 Mode of RR 13 Mode of dRR 
For real data of world problems, such separating hyper-plane mostly does not exist. 
Therefore, a slack variable i is introduced and hence zi(wx + b) ≥ 1 – i. The optimal 
separating hyper-plane is determined by minimising: 
21
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 w  (1) 
where C is a cost constant that is used to control the trade-off between margin size and 
error. 
Finding the optimal hyper-plane is conducted by using Lagrange multiplier approach 
through the maximisation of subject to: 
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where i is the Lagrange multiplier. 
The term in the parentheses in equation (2) is then be replaced by a kernel function 
K(xi, xj) to map data to a higher dimensional space. By this mapping, non-linearly 
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separable data could be linearly classified. In this paper, RBF function is employed for 
the mapping. The formulation of the RBF function is: 
   2, expi j i jk x x y x x    (4) 
In this paper, difference values of C in equation (3) and γ in equation (4) are tested.  
Finally, the class prediction for any test data xi  Rn is given by: 
    f ,  + i i iy k b x x x  (5) 
The value of f(x) which is greater than 0 is associated with AFib class (AFib class) and 
the negative one is associated with non-AFib. 
3 Results 
This paper presents a study of atrial fibrillation detection techniques. Two main 
objectives are studied: exploring descriptive statistics features of RR intervals and 
exploring SVM designs in relation with AF detection. These features are for the inputs of 
SVM.  
Firstly, the detection performances with different inputs are presented in Figure 2. 
The inputs are the statistics of RR interval. This performance is obtained by the SVM 
with C = 10 and γ = 1. The performance with one input, two inputs, three inputs, and so 
forth is presented. The order of the input is randomly selected. It means that which inputs 
used as the first input, the second input, and so on are selected randomly. The result 
shows that each input could positively contribute to the detection performance. The 
accuracy does not significantly increase with the input addition when the inputs number 
is around 8. The highest performance of this approach is 96.98% in terms of accuracy.  
Figure 2 Performance of the SVM AF detection using descriptive statistics of RR intervals 
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Secondly, the performance of the detection employing the statistics of dRR is presented 
in Figure 3. As the previous one, the order of the input is randomly selected and the value 
of C and γ of SVM is set to 10 and 1. The best performance of this approach is 93.54% in 
terms of accuracy. The performance of the SVM does not increase significantly when the 
input number has reached 3. Thirdly, all the 26 inputs are employed. The inputs consist 
of both the statistics of RR and dRR. The result is presented in Figure 4. In general, the 
performance increases with the input number addition. The best performance found by 
this approach is 97.64% which is higher than the two previous approaches. The previous 
approaches employ either RR statistics only or dRR statistics only. 
Figure 3 Performance of the SVM AF detection using descriptive statistics of RR and dRR 
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Figure 4 Performance of the SVM AF detection using descriptive statistics of RR and dRR 
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Figure 5 Performance of the SVM AF detection varying the C and γ value 
 
Fourthly, all 26 statistic features are employed with varying the segment length and the α 
value. Three types of segment length are tested. The three length types are 20, 40 and  
60 heart beats. In addition, three α values (30%, 50% and 70%) are evaluated for each 
segment. As mentioned above, α is a threshold to define that a segment is belong to AF 
or non-AF. Thus, the three segment types and three α values generate nine combinations 
of features. The result of the fourth approach is presented in Figure 5. The figure shows 
that α = 50% is producing the highest performance consistently rather than the other two 
alphas in every type of segment length. Besides, the feature with the segment length of 
60 yields the highest performance among the other two segment lengths. Thus, the 
detection which employs the feature with the segment length of 60 and α = 50% provides 
the highest performance, namely 97.64%, among the other eight combinations. 
Finally, the final approach, we evaluate different SVMs which employ the best 
feature obtained in the fourth result above. The SVM uses γ of 1, 10, 100 and 1000 and C 
of 1, 10, 100, 1000, 10,000 and 100,000 (Figure 6). The result shows that using γ = 1000 
provides the worst performance. The higher performance is obtained when γ = 100 is 
used. But this performance is still lower than the SVMs which use γ = 100 and γ = 10. 
The SVM performance which utilises γ = 10 is the highest when C is set to 1 and 10. 
However, the performance using γ = 10 shows the lower result rather than γ = 1 if C is set 
to 1000, 10,000 and 100,000. Considering all the variation of γ and C, the best detection 
performance of SVM is found when both γ and C are set to 10 with 98.37% accuracy. 
The associated sensitivity and specificity are 98.47% and 97.84%, respectively. 
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Figure 6 Performance of the SVM AF detection varying the C and γ value 
 
The performance obtained by this study is comparable to the previous studies. The 
comparison of AF detection approaches presented around the last lustrum is described in 
Table 2. The propose method provides higher sensitivity (98.47%) than the other four 
approaches. Huang et al. (2011) provides method with higher specificity than the 
proposed method (98.1% vs 97.84%), but their sensitivity is lower (96.1%). The other 
three methods provide lower sensitivities. 
Table 2 The comparison to the AF detection approaches presented around the last decade 
No Algorithm Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) 
1 Huang et al. (2011) 96.1 98.1 
2 Lee et al. (2013) 98.2 97.7 
3 Jiang et al. (2012) 98.2 97.5 
4 Asgari et al. (2015) 97.0 97.1 
5 Proposed method 98.47 97.84 
4 Discussions 
Until recently atrial fibrillation detection methods are still being studied by research 
groups. These methods are investigated to find a detection system which can detect AF 
early and accurately. The quick and accurate AF detection could lead appropriate AF 
management and could avoid further chronic complications.  
This paper presents an AF detection strategy using descriptive statistics features of 
RR intervals and the difference of two consecutive RR intervals (dRR) which are not 
widely explored yet. The studied features include the descriptive statistics of RR  
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and dRR. dRR as an AF indicator is introduced by Lian et al. (2011). In their study,  
Lian et al. (2011) use Cartesian coordinate to show RR-dRR map to indicate AF and  
non-AF. Thus, the statistics of dRR is used in this paper as addition to the statistics of 
RR. The experimental result shows that dRR statistics could improve the detection 
performance.  
The result of the detection using the RR features shows that generally the first eight 
features show significant contribution to increase the detection performance. But the 
ninth feature onwards could not increase the performance significantly. Similar situation 
also happen when SVM uses the dRR features. The difference is that, for dRR, the 
features do not increase significantly the performance after the third feature. When both 
RR and dRR are employed, including the 26 features, the ninth feature onwards does not 
provide significant improvement of the performance. The best performance is obtained 
when all the 26 features are included.  
The SVMs performances with different free parameters C and γ are presented in this 
paper. The presentation could provide how the parameters influence the detection 
performances. As presenting in Figure 6, the SVM using higher γ provides lower 
performance, except when the value of γ used is 10 which shows outstanding 
performance rather than γ = 1 when C = 1 and 10. The SVM performance increases by 
using γ = 10 and varying the C value from 1 to 10. But the performance decreases by 
varying C from 10 to 105. The optimum is found at γ = 10 and C = 10. The optimum C 
and γ could be different for different real data, and thus the optimum value for a real data 
needs to be found. Using the work provided in this paper might be not enough to find the 
optimum value as the grid could be made more detail. However, this paper able to 
present the trend of the performance by varying C and γ, opposing with which just 
informs the optimum value.  
5 Limitations 
The study proposes an AF detection employing SVM algorithm. SVM needs optimal 
parameters to find the best performance. This paper presents the performance with the 
SVM parameters C of 1, 10, 100, 1000, 10,000 and 100,000 and its kernel function 
parameter γ of 1, 10, 100 and 1000. The more detail values, such as C of 100, 200, 300, 
are not tested. It may be that the values are the optimal one. However, considering the 
accuracy trend in Figure 6 we might have the optimal accuracy. 
6 Future works 
Implementation of the proposed AF detection approach in a real device is a challenge and 
is brought to the attention of the next works. The works are in line with studies to obtain 
sophisticated AF detection devices, such as by measuring performance of a Smartphone-
based atrial fibrillation detection (Chang et al., 2015; Sardana et al., 2016). 
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7 Conclusion 
We have presented a strategy of atrial fibrillation (AF) detection. An SVM  
with electrocardiographic features have been tested using clinical data. The 
electrocardiographic features include the descriptive statistics of RR intervals in a 
segment or window. Different descriptive statistics have been tested and they could 
provide significant contribution for AF detection. SVM with different free parameters are 
tested. The optimal SVM parameters could provide a good performance of the AF 
detection. Using clinical data we have tested the approach and we find AF detection with 
the performance of 98.47% and 97.84%, in terms of sensitivity and specificity. This AF 
detection approach is still need improvement to find a higher performance before it can 
be used for an AF diagnostic tool. 
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